
fieldsfi
DigitalNZ Home page: Selected stories, items and community content are displayed and showcased. Multiple entry points to the content. Calls to action to search, explore and start a Story.



fieldsfi
DigitalNZ Home: Search autocomplete enables people to search for specific text, but also to select relevant and authoritative topics such as subjects, places, organisations and people.



fieldsfi
Search Results: items resulting from a search for "cats" that are connected to the Place: Feilding.



fieldsfi
Search Filters: There will be a range of search refinement options, including by Topic.



fieldsfi
Item page: A landing page for an item. Work is still needed to refine this page but some suggested new functionality to include suggesting metadata enhancements,
adding the item to a story, share link option and displaying related items.



fieldsfi
Adding items to a story: clicking on plus on item triggers person to either log in click Sign Up.



fieldsfi
Adding an item to a story: the Sign Up for a new account will use the same sign up process as existing DigitalNZ.



fieldsfi
Add item to your very first story: Once you've signed up you can name a Story and add the item to it.



fieldsfi
Item Added to Story "Cats": Notification that the item has been added to your Cats story,



fieldsfi
Select Stories and choose default: If you click on CHANGE, or if it is a new session, you will be given the option to remove the item from a story, or add the item to a different Story, or add the time to a
newly created Story. You can also set a new default Story.



fieldsfi
Adding to default story: with a default story selected adding items to stories is streamlined and as easy as clicking on the +. The star icon indicates item has been added.



fieldsfi
Default Item Notification: at each click a notification indicates that an item has been added with out needing to select from your list of stories.



fieldsfi
Change Default: clicking on CHANGE on the previous page notification brings up the dialog box to change the default.



fieldsfi
Explore Page: From this page you can browse the authoritative Topics and featured Stories. There is also the option to Upload items and connect them to Topics.
Topics are managed through a combination of Linked Open Data technology and administrator moderation processes. All uploads will be also be moderated in someway.

fieldsfi
In the first iteration we expect that Place will be limited to the areas relevant to the existing APNK Kete.
All migrated APNK Kete content would be connected to a PLACE Topic

fieldsfi
People will make use of the existing DigitalNZ Concepts technical development.
based on People Authority files from selected collecting institutions.

fieldsfi
Subjects will draw from the existing subject fields in Content Partner metadata

fieldsfi
Stories will be selected for featuring as per the DigitalNZ Home page.

fieldsfi
Future Topic sections
could also include
Organisation and Events



fieldsfi
Topic Page: The topic page for Feilding. This is the authoritative page for items related and connected to the PLACE Feilding. There will be moderation roles required to manage the connections to this topic.
There is limited customisation - a Hero Image and a description can be managed by a moderator role.  Items uploaded from this page will be connected to Feilding



fieldsfi
Upload: An example of the upload pop up. We are still to confirm the specific fields and functions, for example the rights and licensing options will need to be carefully designed.



fieldsfi
Topic Page Search Results: showing results for cats connected with the Place: Feilding.



fieldsfi
Stories: DigitalNZ Home. Once logged in you can access your account details, your API key (for developers), and, if you have been assigned a moderation role, you will be able to access the moderation tools.



fieldsfi
Home Logged In: Once logged in you can access all of your Stories.



fieldsfi
My Stories page: here you can access and view the full list of your stories. In Grid and Stack (list) view. You can also start a Story afresh.



fieldsfi
Story Grid View: This is the grid view of a story. User research showed that people still want the option of a grid layout for items that collect together and/or upload. In this view you can set a cover/hero image, delete items
and change the order of items. You can also edit the Titles and descriptive information about the story. You can not edit the Story content in this view.



fieldsfi
Edit Story Metdata: example of editing the Story title.



fieldsfi
Manage Access: As with DigitalNZ sets you will be able to set your Story as public (searchable in DigitalNZ), hidden (shareable link but not searchable), private (only viewable by you). We will also be enabling people
to specify how the Story can be reused. However, we are still to confirm the details of this.



fieldsfi
My Story Stack View: This is the linear view of a story. On this page you can update Story metadata to make any change to Story content you need to click on Edit This Story



fieldsfi
My Story Stack Edit: In this view you can edit and add any story content. For example, add blocks of text, format the text, upload your own items, add a section.




